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Study Higgs self coupling 𝜿𝝀 and Higgs boson-Vector boson coupling 𝑪𝟐𝑽

[2]

As 3rd largest Higgs pair production modes. VHH is demonstrated to provide competitive 
upper bounds. [3][4]
------ VHH channel is sensitive to positive 𝜿𝝀 [2]

[3]

The charged lepton and invisible neutrino from W- or Z-boson decays in the VHH 
production provide a good trigger of signal events.

[4]

VHH can directly distinguish ZZHH and WWHH by numbers of final states leptons.

4 analysis channels:     based on the decay of vector bosons

Higgs decay to (largest BR) final state: 𝒃#𝒃

Novel Machine Learning based background modelling technology is adapted

•First search for VHH production in CMS, published on Moriond 2023
•Complementary to previous analyses, strong sensitivity at 𝜿𝝀 around 5: 43(22)

•Report observed 2.6𝝈 excess @ SM, the observed (expected) upper limit at 95% CL is
294(124) times the cross section from SM prediction

•The observed (expected) allowed intervals from the search at 95% CL are:
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Double Leptons; Single Lepton; MET; Full Hadronic

Resolved and Boosted topologies

DeepJet and ParticleNet are used for Jet tagging

•In 2L channel (and Boosted topology), we use 2b-tagged MC events(failed selection events) 
to mimic the background events in reseaching regions.

Simulated ZHH -> llbbbb event

•Separate measurements on 
Kzz and Kww
•Upper is expected
•Bottom is observed

•Upper limit @ SM is 294(124)
•Upper limit @ Κλ=5.5 is 43(22)

•The best fit signal strength is
•Observed excess is 2.6𝝈 with SM signal

BDTs are used in the 
2L channel and 
Boosted topology

•In Hadronic channel, ResNet based NN is used to realize the data-driven BGs
modelling for QCD process from 3b-tagged data.

1.Jet Combinatoric Model(JCM): A weight only based on jet
multiplicity (pseudo-tag rate fitted in the data minus TT)

2.FvT Classifier: A weight mostly based on kinematic, derived
by a ResNet which has the same architecture as the SvB
Classifier.


